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Weekly Highlights 

Episode 22 - Wednesday, June 1 
Tonight was truly a Goat gathering, 

I shall explain. There was no formal 
guest this evening instead Ken 
interviewed Mr. Grant and Neil. I will 
highlight their formal interviews in the 
Whatta ya at? section. Overall it was 

a laid-back evening with Ken speaking 
in “falsetto” every so often. 


As for our missing Goat Steve, Ken exuberantly described the drive by car 
parade Steve's wife Kim organized to celebrate the end of his treatments.  
Picture Brian Finlay (Westben artistic/ managing director) strapped into the 
back of a pick up truck playing drums.


The birthdays keep coming for both Goats and viewers. Mr. G enjoyed his ice 
cream cake and the Goats celebrated a viewers birthday by playing Pain Free 
Living with fantastic harmonies at the end.


Musically tonight Ken provided an impromptu guitar lesson after playing 30 
for 60 by Ron Hynes; played their toe-tapping original Good and Goodbye; 
always fan favourite Wildflowers by Tom Petty; starting to make All Your 
Loving by The Beatles a Goat classic; and ended the evening with their 

often requested original Home.


Episode 23 - Wednesday, June 8 
Ken embraced the Amish look this evening quite well I thought. I love the “live” aspect 
especially when Ken looks at his phone to see who's watching. This evening special friends of 
ours from Florida tuned in. Ken's reactions are always animated and very much in the moment!


The Goats went into the vault and pulled out a couple of tunes they have not played in a long 
time: an upbeat version of the traditional song You Are My Sunshine; an original All Gone; 
always beautiful John Prine’s, Summers End; and classic Dylan, Blowin' in the Wind.


The guest this week was Ben Caplan a singer songwriter from the East Coast. He played two 
songs for us. A cover, and his original Drift Apart. This is 
one of my all time favourite songs of course second to 
anything Ken writes. Both last week and this week the 
Hughes & Kettner Ampman was featured.


We are preparing for our road trip to Toronto. The 
Watchmen are playing two shows at Lee’s Palace and I’m 
going and staying at the hotel. A full update next week.




Episode 24 - Wednesday, June 15 
It appears Ken is wearing the same outfit this week, look closely 
the plaid shirt is different. We were excited to share our road trip 
to Toronto. I decided to try something different this week and I 
put together photo collages or what I call “vision boards” which 
Barry put up in a split screen. I thought it was great to have the 

photo visuals and also be able to listen and watch Ken describe the stories behind the images. 
There is a summary of the weekend with photos in the Setlist section.


The guest was Ron Hawkins, best known as the singer for The Lowest of the Low. It was really 
interesting to hear Ron's perspectives on music, art and politics and he played two songs.


Musically tonight, I absolutely love the Goats two-part toe tapping, get up and dance, 
“Stranger” into “Police On My Back” medley. And yes I can confirm Ken went through a Dj 
phase, “At the end of the Watchmen/Big Wreck tour…the bus would pull out at 5:00 in the 
morning, show would be over at midnight, a big party between midnight and 5:00. At around 
2:00 I would take a big stack of vinyl and I would go to some weird club. Spin vinyl until 4:30 
and then race back home to catch the bus.” Reminiscing about what we did in our youth!


Episode 25 - Wednesday, June 22 
What an inspiring episode! The highlight for me was the interview with Sarah Calhoun from Red 
Ants Pants. Her story is so uplifting. This interview and coincidentally foreshadowing next 
week, both episodes are filled with female perspectives. Women’s empowerment at its finest! 


Back to the Show. Amish last week Oktoberfest this week, which a viewer 
aptly named Neil’s look of shorts, suspenders and no socks. I expanded 
on my photo collage idea from last week and we started a new segment 
“Out & About.” This week Ken shared being out and about in Edmonton. 
The setlist was made up of mostly guest request songs from the past few 
months. It's amazing how quickly these are becoming Goat classics. The 
Show ended with an unexpected PSA from Neil…colonoscopies are 
important, he will be prepping for his next Wednesday.


When Ken walked down the stairs and opened the door we both looked 
at each other and said wow we did it again another great show! And more 
importantly we love doing it!


Episode 26 - Wednesday, June 29 
Remember Neil’s revelation at the end of last week’s Show. Ken is going solo tonight, well that 
is with Barry working his magic again. In the calendar Mike Turner was supposed to be the 
guest, conflicting schedules, he will be later in the summer. Right from the very first Whiskey 
Wednesday Show way back in February, we have said we want to be authentic and genuine. 
We let the Show go where it goes, this week is a perfect example of this. It really became the 
Tizzard Family Show and at one point Ken said, “I guess me and my family share an awful lot 
with you all out there in internet world. That's pretty cool for us anyways.” I agree!


Ken and the girls were asked to participate in a special online event organized by the Awesome 
Music Project. More details in the Guest section. Ken made a video of the interview which he 
shared throughout the evening. They also sang a couple of songs together. Sisters, they really
have beautiful harmonies!       



whatta ya at??? 
Episode 22 - Wednesday, June 1 
Mr. Grant and Neil were the special guests this evening. Of course in Ken fashion it was a 
unique interview with unusual questions that he found on the Internet. We all agree some 
questions were bad. I will give you the highlights. Did you know Mr. G grew up on Naseby St. 
right here in town; had perfect Sunday school attendance; and John Lennon is the musician he 

admires most. Mr. G, a lifetime musician, shared his musical 
opportunities over the years, including his first music teacher, 
leading up to as Ken states, “For many years when I was 
playing solo I had a trio with a harmonica player and 
drummer, I couldn't find a bass player that felt right and then 
Mr. Grant you came into my life… you have been with me 
through all the projects since then…” We are all happy to 
have Mr. G as a Goat. Guess what, tickets purchased, Mr. 
Grant is going to see Ringo Starr in Kingston in September! 


Later in the show it was 
Neil's turn to be in the hot 

seat. The interview started off with a deep dive into the origin 
of Neil’s name. Tune in to find out the story of his dogs name 
pronounced Stanley but spelled Phtan. Some interesting facts 
shared: Neil was born in Britain and moved to Canada when he 
was 8, not on a boat which is what Ken was hoping for, lol; Neil 
is completely honest all the time; he runs a company selling 
medical supplies, they had many “puns” explaining what kind 

of supplies; and his most useless 
talent is ironing (is that useless?). 
You may be surprised to learn Neil’s first time on a stage was in 
2018 in St. John’s. Apart from the pub and the WW Show he has 
only performed 12 times live on stage. And some pretty 
impressive stages at that, Westben, The Horseshoe and the Ship 
Inn. We are thrilled he is a Goat. Later in the show a viewer 
asked a question, “Is Neil James Bond?” which made the Goats 
chuckle not because he is James Bond but because Neil 
actually drives an Aston Martin. By the end, I bet every viewer 
watching wanted to try a seafood sub from Master Submarine!


Episode 23 - Wednesday, June 8 
Ben Caplan a singer songwriter from the East Coast was 
Ken's guest this evening. I know I keep saying this but week 
after week Ken keeps us entertained with interesting guests.


This was such an insightful and uplifting interview. Ben is  
well spoken and Ken lead with great questions and followed 
up with his knowledge of music in his humorous style. I will 
do my best to summarize, I highly suggest you watch.


Whatta ya at Ben Caplan?

“Enjoying the luxury of being able to be out on the road, playing 
shows and connecting with live human beings again… there is 
nothing like losing something to make you understand its value.”




Ben just finished a tour with Tara Spencer, 26 shows, 15,000 km from 
coast to coast and back. Ben explained he used to tour with a band, 
“… in the post Covid world, it seems like a major liability to have the 
extra humans on board… if a show(s) gets canceled and it's just me, 
I will just get nice and lean and figure out a place to sleep.”


This lead to an insightful discussion about how to treat 
musicians. They both have similar philosophies. Ben, “As soon 
as you have professionals on retainer, you have taken on the 
responsibility to treat them well… I consider the people that I am 
working with to be well qualified professionals who have trained 
for years to develop their very specific skill set. I make sure if I 
am bringing them on I expect to be giving them per diems, a 
reasonable salary.” I agree with Ben it's all about building  
relationships. Ken ended this part of the interview with, “At such 
an early age you are displaying such wisdom!” We all agree!


Who is Ben? Professional recording artist for 12 years, singer-songwriter, entertainer… “I love 
being on stage, with an audience, that live part of the craft is the meat of it all for me.”


At this point, Ken switched from interviewer to ultimate fan. Ken purchased his first Ben Caplan 
album, Recollection and we were hooked the first time we 
listened to it and is regularly in our rotation. Ken explains, “It has 
this minimalist feel but it also sounds so perfect, the way your 
voice is mixed in with the instruments, the songs and the way the 
stories are delivered it is such a beautiful package.” Ben 
explained in detail the process of making this album and shared 
a refreshingly honest answer when Ken asked how has the 
response been to this record. 


Then it was my turn to be the ultimate fan when Ben played my 
request, his original Drift Apart. Just close your eyes and listen!


In part two: Ben explains why he stopped calling his band “The Casual Smokers”; he's looking 
forward to getting back to Europe, in 2021 he did a “17 country extravaganza (tour) with Covid 
nipping at our heels”; and then there was a classic Ken moment. Let me explain. 


Ken asks, “You are Jewish, correct?” “That's right” was the response with what I thought was 

a quizzical look on Ben's face. Ken explains, “I am the token goy in the band.” So when he 
joined the Watchmen he would live with Danny's mother and “was really pulled into the 
tightness of the Jewish community in Winnipeg.” Interestingly, at this same time I was in my 
first teaching assignment in a school in a Jewish community in North York. We were both 
immersed in the Jewish culture and as Ken shared we went to Israel for our honeymoon. You 

will have to watch to find out what question the Watchmen asked a Jewish musician?


Ken wrapped up the interview in his unique way. We both love Ben’s album Recollection 

which I learned this evening can be pronounced two ways. Ben explains, “I took songs that 

I previously released and stripped them back and made a greatest hits album. So I have 

re-collected those songs in a new format AND I'm also remembering them.” Ken, “That is a 

wonderful play on words, I recommend this album. 
Let me just say this, anybody who is watching 
tonight and buys this album and doesn't like it I will 
personally refund you, up to a limit of five people.” 

No really go out and buy this album you will love it!






Episode 24 - Wednesday, June 15 
Tonight Ken interviewed fellow musician Ron Hawkins. You probably 
know him best as the singer for The Lowest of the Low. Ron is such 
a passionate and insightful orator, songwriter and artist.


Whatta ya at Ron Hawkins? Right away there was a Newfoundland connection 
and they reminisced about the Thomas Trio and the Red Albino. Then Ron 
detailed the Low’s first few years of touring across Canada and how bands 
challenged each other, “we were on our A game because we had to be.”


It was very interesting to listen to Ron talk 
about politics through a musicians eyes, “if 
you say to me I am not into politics, it's like 
well politics is into you and it's going to 
affect your life in a major way. Nobody can 
claim to be asleep or not notice what is 
going on…”


Part two of the interview focused on Ron's 
art. He explains in detail his evolution 
of becoming a visual artist. In 2001 
Ron started painting, “the minute I 
started to do it, it became like heroin 
or something I was just obsessed and 
I was doing it all the time.” 


Ron played two songs, The Barricade 
and a new song Brave New World. 


Ron filled us in on the Low’s 
recordings over the past few years. 

He has been very busy. Fans will be happy to hear that The Lowest of the 
Low are working on a new album, “we just started the Low one and it's 
very exciting, people thought I was pissed before, holy cow these songs I'm 
pretty pissed these days.” The big question, “Do we wait for vinyl to release it or do we release 
it and the vinyl comes later.” I guess we will have to wait to find out. And yes I love Bad Brains!


Episode 25 - Wednesday, June 22 

Sarah Calhoun, with the help of her community, runs the 

Red Ants Pants “dynasty” from a mansion in rural White 

Sulphur Springs, in central Montana. We had the pleasure 

of hearing her story. BTW Sarah was born in New Brunswick!

 

I like Ken's interviewing style. He often just starts talking and 
you're not sure where he is going and then all of a sudden there 
is a thoughtful question. 

This happened quite often and 
Sarah rose to the challenge and 
responded beautifully.




Naïvely at the age of 25: Sarah moved to Montana; bought a copy of Small 
Business For Dummies; had a fateful chat with a future mentor in a coffee 
shop; read Ivan Doig, a writer of the American West; bought a historic saddle 
shop; and opened the doors to the red ants pants company in 2006.


From there, about five years in, she started the Red Ants 
Pants Music Festival which is going into its 11th 
summer. “We are in a town of about 900, 2000 folks in 
the county, lots of cows. We have had up to 18,000 
people at this little grass roots, homegrown event that 
literally takes place on a working ranch in a cow pasture.” 
Artists from Merle Haggard, Emmylou Harris, Dwight 
Yoakam to Brandi Carlile have graced the stage.


With the start of the Festival it was important for Sarah that proceeds go to 
a worthwhile cause. “There really was not a perfect nonprofit that I wanted 
to target our funds towards so we started the Red Ants Pants Foundation.” 


In addition to managing the Festival the 
Foundation offers programs such as Timber Skills 
Training. Courses to empower and educate women 
on the basic understanding, maintenance and operation of hand and 
power tools. “That self-reliance piece. It's not always traditionally the 
women's role but I think not that we have to be self reliant. But if we 
choose to be, we can be. I think that's a really important value.”


They offer a high school girls leadership 
program across rural Montana where they are 
paired up with a mentor and do their own 

community project in their own hometowns. 
“It’s been amazing to see, learning these leadership skills from the age 
of 16. To be able to learn them and practice them just sets these girls 
up for success. And building an intentional good old girls club for them, 
a lifelong network within the alum.”


The Foundation also offers community grants from the proceeds of the Festival. They have 
given out over $130,000 across the state to recipients that support the Foundations mission: to 
develop and expand leadership roles for women; to preserve and support working family farms 
and ranches; to enrich and promote rural communities. What a hopeful vision statement!


Ken started part two of the interview with, “You recently bought 
a mansion, did I hear that right? It is correct, Sarah purchased 
the 1892 Ringling Bros summer house. “I bought this historic 
beautiful victorian in town. I was trying to describe the 
landscape of the community, no this 
isn't a big showy, flashy mansion. It's 
got beautiful bones, original stained 
glass, fixtures, wood floors. There is a 
liquor vault in the basement that the 
circus family had speakeasy parties 
during prohibition…”




Sarah introduced me to the concept of social entrepreneurship. 
A little background. When Sarah moved to White Sulphur 
Springs in 05 it was the lowest income of any county in the entire 
nation. Things are improving, new streets, sidewalks, a brewery, 
a coffee shop, a bakery, a new school and library. 


“We are definitely not the lowest income anymore which is 
awesome to see. And certainly the Festival has been a part of that 
and a part of bringing a little more pride into our community which is a tough 
thing to build in some of these small towns.”


Now do you understand why we love Sarah Calhoun! A few viewer comments. “That was a 
phenomenal story thank you very much for sharing that incredible person;” “Fantastic female 
role model;” and “Thank you Sarah for all you do.” We agree!


Episode 26 - Wednesday, June 29 
The Awesome Music Project, “explores the transformative power of music 
through the sharing of stories, songs and science. AMP is dedicated to 
accelerating awareness, research, and solutions related to music and 
mental health.” 


Ken is always so open about his 
struggles with OCD, generalized 
anxiety and depression over the 
years. “Mental health issues are 
very tough. I have used music 
throughout my entire life as 
something that really helps me. 

When I am on stage performing that is totally when I 
feel like my head is clear.” 


Ken and the girls shared their thoughts around the 
importance of music in their lives. I will highlight a few 
of their conversations.


During lockdown Caitlyn explored songwriting. Ken, “You were a 19-year-old 
suddenly locked into your house with your parents and you turned to music to 
get through.” Caitlyn, “…it (songwriting) was a way to express thoughts without 
having to actually say anything that was happening,” Ken, “The music gave you 
something to hide behind.” Ken went back to July, 2021 and shared Caitlyn 
singing her original song This Ride, with the Goats accompanying her. After 
hearing Caitlyn inspiration of writing this song during lockdown, the lyrics are 
very honest. I know I am biased, it's a beautiful song and I hope she records it 
with her dad one day.


They then explored mental health and music. Ken, “There are those formative 
years between 11 and 16 where we 
develop really strong bonds with music and 
art and people. Those bonds can last for a 
lifetime…. Sometimes if I'm in a bad place 
mentally it's really a matter of checking out 
and putting on some thing that brings you 
back to a better time.” 




Ken shared his thoughts about streaming, “This day and age of 
massive consumption, listening to 20 seconds, skipping to the 
next one. I think taking the time to treat music with a little more 
respect. I link back to vinyl of course. I know when I put on a side 
of an album I know I have 16 to 18 minutes of music… it's sort of 
a mental check out.” Many more reflections on vinyl in part two.


During the “intermission” Ken talked about narrative songwriting, 
“…which can be a mental distraction the same way as reading a 
book can.” Ken then played Ron Hynes’ My Father's Ghost which 
he feels is one of the best examples of narrative songwriting. 


In part two Ken really did a master class on songwriting. As one 
viewer commented, “Ken Tizzard PhD.” Here is one nugget, “Just 
like a carpenter who knows all the tools in their toolbox. As a 
writer you start to embrace your tools and you start to cherish 
them. And when you write every day with them you are keeping 
your tools sharp. So when that moment of inspiration hits all your 
tools are sharp and ready to go and then you know you can make a nice product.”


They had an interesting conversation around doubting yourself. Caitlyn, “I didn't show anyone 
anything for a very long time. I wrote so many songs. I also found especially when you write 
about your own experiences or write a story you relate to; you have to come to terms with 
everything you're writing about with yourself first before it goes anywhere.” 


Cassidy talked about being an artist, “I drew some thing and I looked back at it 
and said wow this actually is Ok, this might be something I am good at. Feeling 
more confident in it, then you are more willing to share it.”


Ken added, “Then when you share with people you get feedback and if the 
feedback is good it encourages you further. Being artistic is a very difficult thing to 
do because it incorporates so much honesty, whether it's a painting or a song, 
you are putting it in front of people… You are opening up emotionally and you 
have to be prepared. You are either as tough as stone, and say I don't care what 
anybody thinks. Or you have to understand that not everybody is going to like you 
or like what you do. And believe in yourself until you find the people that do 
believe in you.”


Stevie, the host shared, “It's a lot harder in some cases to be just like I don't care what the 
world thinks because it can be very isolating versus when you open yourself up and you are 
vulnerable. You want the feedback but you are a little fragile… share with people you trust to 
be vulnerable around and then expand who you are vulnerable with.” We all agreed Stevie was 
so genuine and had thoughtful questions and insights.


When Cassidy was 15 she started a small business selling prints, shirts 
and greeting cards using her original pencil sketches. She donated 15% 

to charity. The butterfly designed by Cassidy represents nerve cells and 
symbolizes hope for people living with MS. This photo is from a 
community concert organized by Ken at Westben, featuring over thirty 
artists raising awareness and funds for the MS Society of Canada.




The Whiskey Wednesday Show Setlists 
 

Episode 22 - Wednesday, June 1 
Ken had a situation he wanted to discuss. And you 
know Ken is passionately speaking when he uses lots of 
hand gestures. His original song Over You has the line, 
“I'll be over you as soon as she gets under me.” 


In Ken’s words, “This song 
started as an exercise in 
clichés. I started writing 
out every cliché I could 
think of from simple to 
complex… then switched 
over to classic clichés in 
country tunes… this song 
strings together a whole bunch of clichés into a story 
about a man whose wife has been unfaithful. He 
leaves her and he goes through all of these clichés 
until he gets to the biggest cliché of them all when he 
throws it back into her face. I'll be over you as soon 
as she gets under me.”


Ken posted a performance of this song on a FB 
group and it was banned for inappropriate, 
misleading and offensive lyrics. I am going to end it 
here and you will have to watch this episode to find 
out his response.




Episode 23 - Wednesday, June 8 
Ken revealed our bathroom renovation through a video this 
evening. I thought it would be fun to share a couple of before 
photos and two reno photos. Later in the newsletter you will see 


my new accessible bathroom. Thank 

you to the March of Dimes for providing 
majority of the funding. My first shower 
after two years was absolutely glorious!


 



 
Episode 24 - Wednesday, June 15 
We were ready to head to Toronto.    

I thought I had a lot to pack when the 
girls were babies nothing compared to 
packing when disabled and playing two 
shows. We actually had to take two 
vehicles. Neil’s vehicle carried all my 
devices. Our vehicle was for music 
equipment. We had a quick stop to 
Yorkville in Pickering to pick up a new 

8 x 10 bass amp that fits perfectly. We 
also stopped at a Mary Browns drive-
through to pick up lunch. Ken was very 
happy to enjoy this Newfoundland 
cuisine. Taters are just like he 
remembers! 



We stayed at 
the Town Inn 
Suites which 
is where the 
Watchmen 
have been 
staying for 30 
years! Ken 
elaborates on 
our stay here. 

Some key points: $1300 are 
average hotel prices even 
for all white walls; using a 
hair dryer from the 80s; and cats can be frustrating!


Allison enjoyed being babysat by two of 
her favourite people while Ken played 
two evenings at Lee’s Palace. The girls 
enjoyed spending Friday night in Toronto 
and going to the Watchmen show.




Episode 25 - Wednesday, June 22 
The boys were off to Edmonton. 
Their first stop was to Shades of 
Gray Tattoos. I asked Neil why he 
chose this image and his reply 
sums it up, “Well I am the oldest 
Goat!” Yes he is representing the 
Goats very well! Ken’s inspiration 
for this tattoo was a throwback to 
his younger punk days, specifically 

to the band Minor Threat. 


Across from the tattoo studio 
was this mural of Chi Pig a 
Canadian punk legend. Ken Chinn a.k.a. Mr. Chi Pig, 
frontman for the band SNFU, grew up in Edmonton. 

A beautiful piece of artwork!


No soundcheck so instead the boys decided to go to 

Muttart Conservatory, one of Canada's largest indoor 

botanical collections. These two sure know how to 

advertise the Shows merch. Great to see the Watchmen 

playing outdoor festivals again.


Episode 26 - Wednesday, June 29 
The Goats were happy to be back in front of a 
live audience. And before you ask Ken is not 
getting a gig as a Wedding Singer.  


Great to have the band back together. Steve looking content 
and comfortable behind the drums.




Gear Talk… 
Little confession I have zero musical abilities. Everyone agrees with this. I love Ken's Gear Talk 
segments. I have no clue what he's talking about but he makes it sound interesting. By the 
time I write this newsletter I've read it maybe 10x and still no clue. Actually all through the show 
he shares small nuggets of musical knowledge and always does it with such enthusiasm.


Bass Month at the Whiskey Wednesday Show 

The Hughes and Kettner AmpMan Classic and 
Modern are exceptional at what they do. It takes 
a keen ear to hear and feel the difference but it 
is there if you know what you’re looking for. 


Traynor SB 106 - 200 wats of clean power in this compact 
bass amp. The 6.5 inch speaker packs a punch and when 
mic’d this amp can sound huge.  


As with all Ernie Ball Accessories, 
they are solid, reliable and do the 
job they are made for.  





Traynor SB 200 - Fits in your 
pocket (okay you’d need big 
pockets but…) bass amp.  200 
watts of solid roaring power that 
you can plug into an extension 
cabinet or direct into the PA…. 
Make your life easier with 
lightweight gear.  



 
Accessibility Can Still Be Stylish… 

Thank you March of Dimes! 



The reissue of the Clash’s Combat Rock was a no brainer 
for me. Needed the album for my collection and getting a 
behind the scenes listen to the outtakes and such on 
Peoples Hall is pretty great. Really for die 
hard fans though.  

Bad Brains’ Into The Future is one of 
the strangest hardcore albums of all 
times. From frenetic raging hardcore to 
groovy reggae and dub grooves this 
album is a must for hardcore fans and 
folks who appreciate real musicians 
doing their thing. 






Sneak Peek 
Wednesday, July 6 - Campbellford’s Incredible Edibles Festival  
Learn about the Edibles Festival going into its 7th year. The Goats are playing the festival and 
tonight they will be running through their set. Tune in to see the dress rehearsal live.

Guest: Ray Kies (Festival Music Organizer)



Wednesday, July 13 - Contest Giveaway (really this time) 
Suzie Ungerleider (aka Oh Susanna) dropped into town for a show at Westben, we caught up 
with her for a Whatta Ya At?

Guest: Suzie Ungerleider (Singer Songwriter)


Wednesday, July 20 - An Almost Live in Studio Performance 
A special friend Jane Archer and The Reactionaries were in the studio for an interview and to 
record two songs. Tune in to hear bluegrass at it’s finest.

Guest: The Reactionaries (Jane Archer, David Fry, Emily Burgess)


Wednesday, July 27 -Recap our Trip to Toronto#2 
Ken and Allison are heading to Toronto to see Rod Stewart & Cheap Trick. Julian Taylor was 
also in this neck of the woods for a Westben show and we caught up with him.

Guest: Julian Taylor (Singer Songwriter) 


 
Contest Giveaway  
This may seem like déjà vu, it is not. We both forgot the contest 
giveaway during Ken’s epic two hour solo Show last month.


We will be giving away one new Whiskey Wednesday T-shirt, 
winners choice!


How do you win? Tune in Wednesday, July 13th and Ken will 
ask a trivia question from the Amazing Music Project interview 
from Episode 26.




Bonus Feature 

Have you ever wondered how Ken 

is able to get into his famous bass 
position. A viewer asked him how 

he prepares and Ken replied with 
one word “stretching.” Enjoy some 
never captured before photos of 
Ken’s stretching routine courtesy 

of Neil. I like creating vision boards 

that I share with friends and family. 
Gratefully Neil takes lots of photos 
for me. Plus it allows me to be a 

part of the action! 



